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the stereo version of blue jay way captures a strange and wild quality in the right channel. more than any other

track on the magical mystery tour ep, the stereo version of blue jay way captures a sense of the group desperately
attempting to find a balance between the organized chaos of the beatles and the anarchic chaos of the film. the
vocal is slightly more centered than the mono version, but it is certainly not a center in the right channel. in fact,
the vocal is more focused in the left channel. this is particularly evident in the vocal harmonized sections of the

song. in contrast to the vocal, the left channel of the song is very sonically active and chaotic. it contains a series of
sounds that never actually sustain a recognizably musical quality. rather, they seem to be inextricable from the
massive cacophony of the film that surrounds the song. in this respect, the stereo version of the song resembles

the film. in spite of the confusion surrounding the making of the film, the musical results were very satisfying. still,
the recordings themselves remain something of an anomaly. as previously noted, until abbey road, all beatles

albums were released in mono and stereo. as indicated by authors kevin ryan and brian kehew, the beatles
themselves had little interest in stereo, actively participating in mono mixes, but usually leaving the stereo mixes in

the hands of geoff emerick and george martin. (ryan and kehew 2006, p. 428) but evidence also suggests that,
during the sessions for magical mystery tour, the beatles and their collaborators were keenly aware of the

expressive potential of stereo sound.
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Bjork uncovers her intriguing place in the tale of the Beatles magical mystery tour in a way that even allows us to
envision ourselves in the role of our heroes. She captures the excitement, the sense of adventure, and the playful

spirit of youthful rebellion that populated the Beatles image that I was exposed to as a girl. Bjork even captures the
politics of gender and the persistent efforts of the female gaze. Through her music, Bjork has created her own

version of the Beatles magical mystery tour. In Magical Mystery Tour, The Beatles give Americans a glimpse of the
unique personalities of the group by allowing the four Beatles to emerge as four of the most prominent figures of
British popular culture. In the earliest scenes, Lennon, McCartney, Harrison, and Ono are shown singing Beatles

songs in a Liverpool coffee house. Just as the Beatles in this first phase were a novelty act that Americans admired
more for its bright and brash personality and flamboyance than for the music they performed, the attention that
Americans paid to the Beatles in 1967 was prompted more by the sheer fascination of being able to share in the

experiences and vicissitudes of the Fab Four than by any interest in The Beatles music. The apparently anomalous
nature of Magical Mystery Tour even extends to the songs recorded in the film. One particular song, Mystical

Magich, is best known from its use in the film. Yet, neither the Abbey Road recording nor the stereo mix of Magical
Mystery Tour have previously surfaced. While the Beatles fans may welcome a second stereo take of the song as a
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bonus, there is no need for the film being made in stereo to know the real quality of Magical Mystery Tour, as the
record itself is quite satisfying. 5ec8ef588b
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